For sums of radicals P k i=1 i d i p i, where i; i are elements of some real algebraic number eld Q( ); d i p i 2 R; we present a deterministic polynomial time algorithm to decide whether the sum is zero. The time is polynomial in the number of bits required to represent , the i's, i's and di's. The algorithm can be extended to sums of complex radicals over certain complex algebraic number elds.
Introduction
A standard problem in Computer Algebra as well as in other areas of Computer Science is to decide whether some complicated expression, which may be given as a result of symbolic computations, is zero or, more general, contained in some eld, for example the eld of rational numbers. In this paper results theorems from algebraic number theory we show how to solve this problem for a large class of expressions in polynomial time.
Consider for example a sum S of the form S = P k i=1 c i d i p q i with c i ; q i 2 Q; d i 2 N such that d i p q i 2 R. We prove that the question whether this sum is zero or, more general, rational can be decided in time polynomial in the number of bits necessary to represent S. Observe that sums of the form described above play an important role in various geometric problems (e.g. Euclidean shortest paths, Euclidean traveling salesman tours). It is not known how to decide e ciently whether such a sum is positive. Although our result concerning these sums obviously relates to this question it has only little e ect on the complexity of determining the sign of a sum of radicals. In fact, it only shows that if the latter problem is in NP then it is already in NP\co-NP.
In the main part of the paper we describe an algorithm that applies to sums of a much more general form than the one mentioned above. In fact, the algorithm can be applied to The algorithm for sums of radicals over algebraic number elds is based on the following corollary to a theorem due to M. Kneser Using Kneser's theorem the question whether a sum of radicals over Q( ) is zero basically reduces to the question whether certain ratios of radicals are contained in the algebraic number eld Q( ):
We describe an algorithm solving this problem that runs in polynomial time. Given a ratio of radicals d 1 p 1 = d 2 p 2 using Newton iteration we rst compute an approximation to the ratio. Using this approximation the lattice basis reduction is applied to determine an element in Q( ) such that if the ratio is in Q( ) then it must be this element. Finally, we use a recent algorithm of Ge 8 ] to decide whether the ratio and the element computed in the previous step are equal. We also present a simple probabilistic algorithm (of MonteCarlo-type) that can replace Ge's result.
Linear dependence between radicals
In this section we study linear relations between radicals. Based on a result due to Kneser 13] we prove that under certain conditions the elements in a nite set of radicals are linearly independent if any two of them are linearly independent.
Throughout this section we assume that F is a sub eld of the complex numbers C: An element 2 C is called algebraic over F if it is a root of some polynomial p(X) 2 F X]:
The smallest degree polynomial with leading coe cient 1 and root is called the minimal polynomial of :
A their ratio is a rational number. As will be seen later, using Corollary 2.7 this property in turn can be tested by determining for three radicals over Q whether they are rational.
So let us consider this problem rst. From unique factorization follows These sums can be computed in polynomial time. By Theorem 3.3 the previous steps can also be done in polynomial time.
4 Background and an outline of the general algorithm
In the remainder of this paper we generalize the results of the previous section to radicals over algebraic number elds. This section surveys the fundamental de nitions from algebraic number theory and explains the problems that have to be solved to achieve the general result on sums of radicals over algebraic number elds.
An algebraic number eld E is a nite extension of Q: As is well-known any algebraic number eld can be generated by a single algebraic number ; i.e. E = Q( ) is the smallest eld containing Q and : If is a root of a polynomial p(X) = P n i=0 p i X i ; p i 2 Z such that p has relatively prime coe cients, p n > 0; and p is the smallest degree polynomial with root then p called the minimal polynomial of : The di erent roots 0 = ; 1 ; : : :; n?1 of the minimal polynomial of are called the conjugates of :
The mappings j ; j = 0; : : :; n ? 1; which are de ned as follows We may assume that itself is an algebraic integer. If is not and p(X) = P n i=0 p i X i is the minimal polynomial of then p n is an integer and generates the same eld. If is an algebraic integer then Z ] is a subring of R : Since we cannot a ord to compute a basis for R itself we will need a superset of R as well.
A proof for the following lemma can be found in 19]. Note that the inclusion is always strict. Next a few words on the number of bits needed to encode number elds, elements in these elds, and radicals over number elds. The representation for an algebraic number eld we use is the one that has been used for example by Loos 17] . In order to distinguish Q( ) from its conjugate elds we assume that Q( ) is speci ed by the minimal polynomial p of and an isolating rectangle R; that is, a rectangle that contains no root of p except : It follows from the root separation bound (cf. 20]) that if jp i j < 2 l for all i then R can be speci ed using O(n log n+nl) bits. That is, Q( ) can be encoded using O(n log n+nl) bits.
However, for the sake of simplicity our theorems and algorithms we will never explicitly mention the rectangle R:
In number theory usually an element of an algebraic number eld Q( ) is described by an n-tuple (q 0 ; q 1 ; : : :; q n?2 ; q n?1 ) 2 Q n such that = P n?1 i=0 q i i : In this paper we assume instead that is encoded by an (n+1) we know no better way than determining all roots of unity in ?(G) (using the notation from Section 1). The methods of this paper lead to an algorithm for this problem. Its run time, however, will be exponential in k: But given that much time we can determine whether a sum of radicals is zero by a brute force bit comparison test.
By Example 2.5 in Section 2 we can avoid this problem by replacing Q( ) by the eld containing Q( ) and for all primes p dividing Q d i a primitive p-th root of unity. Using standard methods in algorithmic algebraic number eld (see 17]) a generating element for this eld can be found. However, the degree of this eld and the complexity of the following algorithms will again be exponential in k; leaving us with the same problem as before.
We nevertheless describe our algorithms in the general setting of admissible extension for two reasons. First, considering arbitrary admissible extensions instead of real radical extension does not add anything to the problem. The same algorithms can be used. And second, there are cases in which a complex radical extension is admissible without assuming a ground eld Q( ) of exponential degree. In fact, the degree may even be of the order maxflog d i g: Consider for example the case in which the d i 's are huge powers of a single small prime or of constantly many small primes. In these cases our algorithm will also run in time polynomial in the input size.
Finally let us brie y outline the main algorithm. Due to Corollary 2.6 deciding whether S = P k i=1 i d i p i = 0 can basically be reduced to k 2 tests whether a ratio of radicals
Our main task is to describe an algorithm for this problem. Since the ring of integers in Q( ) is in general not a unique factorization domain we really have to work with ratios and cannot, as in the rational case, restrict ourselves to roots of algebraic integers.
The algorithm that decides whether a ratio of radicals is in Q( ) has three phases.
In the rst one the ratio is approximated. In the second one, this approximation is used to determine an element in Q( ) such that if the ratio is in Q( ) then it must be this element. In the third step, it is checked whether the ratio of radicals really equals the number determined in the second phase.
The rst step is done using Newton iteration. In the second phase we use a variant of the Kannan, Lenstra, Lov asz algorithm (cf. 12]) to reconstruct exact representations of algebraic numbers from approximations.
For the third phase we present two di erent solution. The rst one is deterministic and based on a recent result of Ge 8] . The second one is a very simple probabilistic algorithm.
We describe the second phase rst in order to determine the quality of the approximation that has to be computed in the rst phase. But before we can do so, several bounds on polynomials and representations of algebraic numbers have to be shown. We also need to bound the in nity norm of and of ?1 by the coe cient size. First let us recall from Loos' paper on resultants 17] how to construct for an element = The important thing to notice here is that the bounds are independent of d: This may seem quite surprising but it only re ects the fact that the size of the coe cients of a factor of a polynomial depends only on the degree of the factor and on the size of the coe cients of the polynomial but not on its degree (see for example 14], 27]).
Lattice basis reduction and reconstructing algebraic numbers
In this section we answer the following questions:
Given an approximation to an element 2 Q ( Observe that a lattice is a discrete object. So the length of a shortest vector taken with respect to the euclidean length k:k 2 is uniquely de ned although there may be many di erent vectors of this length. It is not known whether a shortest vector can be computed in polynomial time. However, in their break-through work on polynomial factorization Lenstra et al. 16] used the concept of a reduced basis of a lattice to show that in polynomial time a vector can be computed that is not too large compared with a shortest vector. We will not de ne exactly what a reduced basis is, instead we just state its basic properties in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1 Given a lattice (V ); V = fv 1 ; : : :; v m g Z n ; a reduced basis of (V ) can be computed in polynomial time.
The length of the shortest vector in a reduced basis of (V ) di ers from the length of a shortest non-zero vector in the lattice by at most a factor of 2 m?1 2 
:
As mentioned, both properties were originally proven in 16]. The lattice reduction algorithm of 16] has been improved by various authors. The best run times so far are due to Schnorr 23] 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 We show that the product is smaller than 1 and hence must be zero. Lemma 7.1 Let be root of the polynomial p(X) = P n i=0 p i x i ; p n = 1; p i 2 Z; jpj 2 < 2 l :
An approximation to satisfying j i ? i j < for all i < n; can be computed in time polynomial in n; l; and log 1 :
Proof: Using standard estimates one can show that if x 2 C satis es jxj < 2 m and is less than 2 ?(m+1) then an approximation x to x with absolute error less than satis es jx i ? x i j < 2 2(m+1)i : Hence if 0 := 2 ?2(l+1)n then an approximation with j ? j < 0 will lead to approximations as required. Applying Sch onhages approximation algorithm 24] the lemma follows.
The main di culty in approximating a ratio of radicals Proof: From the Mean-Value-Theorem follows that if x is a complex numbers satisfying 2 ?m < jxj < 2 m ; 0 < < 2 ?(m+1) ; and x is such that jx ? xj < then First let us pretend that we could compute x i+1 exactly from x i : As is well known given a good initial approximation x 0 then Newton iteration has a quadratic convergence, which means that log log 1 iterations su ce to get an approximation with relative error :
We need to determine how good the initial approximation has to be. Since the logarithm of this bound in polynomial in the input size of this su ces for our purposes and the lemma follows.
Recall that the absolute error required for the approximations in Corollary 6. But it still remains to verify this equality. In this section we rst describe a deterministic algorithm that solves this problem. This result is based on a recent algorithm of Ge 8 ]. Ge's algorithm is complicated and as an alternative we describe a simple probabilistic probabilistic algorithm to determine whether equals the ratio . It remains to analyze the error probability of the algorithm. First observe that if ? = 0 then the algorithm will give the correct answer. On the other hand, if the algorithm answers ? 6 = 0 this answer is also correct since the algorithm found an integer z such that the coe cients of ? are non-zero modulo z: Hence z witnesses ? 6 = 0:
Call an integer unlucky if it divides all coe cients of ? or, equivalently, the gcd of these coe cients. Otherwise we call z lucky. If ? 6 = 0 then exactly the unlucky numbers will lead we will show that most primes in I are lucky and that by choosing randomly 48C numbers from I with probability 1 2 at least one of them is a lucky prime.
First note that any integer z has at most log z= log log z di erent prime divisors (see 3]). Hence the gcd of the coe cients of ? has at most C distinct prime divisors.
On the other hand, the number of primes less than an integer x is a least 1 6 x= ln x (see 3]). Hence the number of primes in I is at least 1 6 2 4 logC =4 log C > 2 logC+2 ; which shows that a random prime in I is unlucky with probability at most 1 4 : It also follows from the lower bound on the number of primes less than x that a random number in I is composite with probability at most 1 ? 1 24C : Therefore the probability that none of the numbers chosen in Step (2) is prime is bounded by (1 ? 1 24C ) 48C . Since ? 1 ? 1
24C
24C 1 e ; the probability that no prime has been chosen in
Step (2) is bounded by e ?2 < 1 4 :
Now there are two ways we may fail to hit upon a lucky integer. First no prime may have been chosen. Second, even if a prime has been chosen it may not be lucky. Both cases happen independently and with probability at most 1
